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GIS Supports Community-Based Planning in
Waupaca County, Wisconsin

By Douglas A. Miskowiak, Center for Land Use Education, University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point

Planning commissioners in Waupaca County,
Wisconsin, are in the final stages of completing comprehensive plans for the county
and 33 local government units including
Future Land Use (FLU) maps showcasing
preferred future land-use patterns to 2030.
FLU maps must represent the shared vision of the citizenry, be based on accurate
data, and be developed with solid methods. Preparing FLU maps required almost
200 commissioners to garner public input,
explore mapped land patterns, estimate future populations and densities, allocate future land uses, and assess the consequences
of decisions.
Planners and educators from Waupaca
County University of Wisconsin-Extension,
a consultant, and the Center for Land Use
Education (CLUE) at the University of
Wisconsin, Stevens Point, used ArcGIS

This allocation map of the Town of Farmington, in Waupaca County, Wisconsin, shows woodlots in green, residential one- and twofamily homes in yellow, and agricultural and other open lands in varying shades of brown.
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such as general residential, heavy industrial,
and agricultural enterprise) displayed how
suitable different locations are for accommodating a particular land use.
The What if? growth allocation module used
projected population values, assumed development densities, and previously developed suitability maps to allocate future land uses across
a jurisdiction. The maps provided some communities with a wake-up call. When the assumed population projections were combined
with proposals for low development densities
(e.g., 10 acres per housing unit or more), some
communities were running out of land before
2030. This meant that they would have to make
tradeoffs by, for example, forfeiting their preservation goals or increasing future housing
densities.
The process of creating the suitability scenarios engaged the local community planning commissions more concretely than ever
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This suitability map of future land-use possibilities in a medium-density residential area of the Town of Farmington, Wisconsin, indicates
areas that are not developable, not convertible, and not suitable on a scale from dark grey to white. Areas in light green to dark green
are least suitable to most suitable, respectively.

as preserving valuable agricultural land.
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